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Marygrove College students allowed
to complete degrees after fall 2019
DAN D’INTRONO
NEWS REPORTER

Marygrove College in Detroit will permanently cease to offer
courses to current students as well cease admissions after the fall
2019 semester. Students at the Detroit college, which now only offers
courses at the graduate level, will be able to complete their degrees at
Eastern Michigan University.
The college, sponsored by the Sisters, Servants and Immaculate
Heart of Mary (IHM), announced their permanent closure on June
12, 2019, stating the cause as a continual decline in enrollment and
persistent financial difficulties.
By 2016 the school had an endowment of only $500,000, minute
in comparison to the endowment of the University of Detroit Mercy
at $51.6 million. By January 2018, Marygrove College Corporate
Board made the decision to eliminate undergraduate offerings,
shifting course to those offered at the graduate/master's level as well
as the professional development programs in Social Justice, Human
Resources Management and Education as it was believed by the
college administration that these programs were sustainable.
A teach-out agreement between Marygrove College and Eastern
Michigan University was presented by EMU in Sept. 2019. The
agreement will allow students to decide to continue their graduate

degrees at EMU between Dec. 15, 2019 and Dec. 31, 2020 if the
degree in which they are in pursuit of is similarly offered at EMU. At
the time of the initial announcement of their closure, Marygrove had
entered a teach-out agreement with Oakland University in Rochester.
EMU spokesperson Geoff Larcom stated the intent of the
agreement between EMU and Marygrove was to provide assistance
to Marygrove students by aiding them through the change in status of
the college, "and why not help them out?"
According to the terms of the agreement EMU will accept
all transcripted credits earned by students at the college which a
prospective student can use towards a degree at EMU. The degree
awarded to prospective students from Marygrove who transfer to
EMU, under the terms of the agreement, will be permitted in the same
amount of time required by Marygrove. Furthermore, EMU will
not offer a cost-per-credit-hour to students from Marygrove that is
higher than the cost-per-credit-hour offered to students at Marygrove
currently.
To income EMU students from Marygrove, the university will
waive both the application fee as well as the total number of allowed,
transferable credit hours. To the students who apply to EMU from
Marygrove, EMU will create a financial aid package for such students
that is consistent to aid packages presented to incoming students at
EMU.
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Vocalist and trumpeter wins ‘In Living Talent’ showcase

MEGAN MORRISON

STUDENT ORG. REPORTER
Demeatry Dominick Brooks, who goes by the stage name Vociferous Dom, took home the
top prize at the In Living Talent show on Monday, Oct. 7. His vocal and trumpet performance
of “Feeling Good” by Nina Simone won him the grand prize trophy and $50 Visa gift card.
Brooks started playing the trumpet in fifth grade but he did not start singing until the end
of high school. He is now the lead male vocalist in the EMU Jazz Ensemble and is the Vice
President of marketing for the Summit Street A Capella group.
When asked how winning made him feel, Brooks laughed and said he was surprised,
happy and grateful. He hadn’t been planning on performing in the talent show but a member
of the Bronze Beauties reached out and asked him to do it. It was a way for him to put himself
out there but this isn’t the first performance Brooks has ever done.
He sang the National Anthem at the Detroit Tigers game on Aug. 13 for TRUEMU night.
That performance at Comerica Park was his first time singing for a crowd.
“Performing at this event was such an enriching experience. I really love how live and
energetic the crowd was and it truly was fulfilling just being able to perform for that crowd
and them being so welcoming and inviting,” Brooks said, reflecting back on the previous
night’s show.
The In Living Talent event was hosted by student organizations Bronze Beauties and
Kings of Color to kick off Black Homecoming week, with students Coriana Howard and
Damon “Dame” Calhoun hosting the show.
The talent show, held in the Student Center Auditorium, brought in a large crowd that
filled the entire auditorium. With over 250 students attending, the crowd had great energy and
liveliness.
The other showcase performers included J. Santino, Juwan, Gucci Lando and the G.E.M.Z.
There were a variety of talents including dancing, singing and rapping. A panel of judges also
addressed each performer after their act to give them feedback. The judges panel included
TaQuinda Johnson, Desiree Walker and Aliya Ali. Walker and Ali are students, while Johnson
is the Social Media Strategist for EMU’s Division of Communication.
Overall, Brooks said he is grateful that he decided to perform. “I truly do enjoy performing
at events such as this and I think that the EMU Black Homecoming events are just so great
because the black community on campus is so unified and supportive of others.”

JESSI KWEK

VOCIFEROUS DOM BELTING OUT THE VOCAL PERFORMANCE THAT GOT HIM A STANDING OVATION AND FIRST PLACE AT THE IN
LIVING TALENT SHOW.

Paint and Pour let students Miscommunication evident in allocation processes
paint free for Homecoming JENNA ROBINSON
STUDENT GOV. REPORTER

On Wednesday night, Paint and Pour hosted one of several entirely free EMU
Homecoming events at the EMU Student Center. Students attended for a guided painting
session of a predrawn EMU-themed canvas. Drinks and snacks were provided as well.
Michael Patino, the lead artist that day, guided participants step by step through the
painting process. He demonstrated the proper techniques using acrylic paints and the
proper techniques in which certain paint brushes should be used.
There was a wide range of skill levels and experience in participants. Participants
were allowed to add any creative spins they chose to their paintings. As a result, a wide
assortment of paintings were created that participants were allowed to take with them
free of charge.
“We do this at a very reduced cost,” Patino said. "Eastern does pay us somewhat for
doing it. So I wouldn't call it a freebie but I would call it a drastically discounted deal we
do for Eastern because we’re here and we want to be apart of the community, and Eastern
is a huge part of the Ypsi community.”
Paint and Pour is a “BYOB” painting party operation in Downtown Ypsilanti. It was
originally established in 2012 and expanded into six locations. Recently they have scaled
back to one location in Ypsilanti. Soon they will change the name to “Typsy Ypsi.” Patino
adds that although they are a BYOB studio, they do not allow underage drinking.
“We basically teach people about the world of art in a fun, party environment where
they can have a good time and relax and at the same time push their boundaries creatively
a little bit,” Patino said.
Paint and Pour (soon to be Typsy Ypsi) hosts events for kids, teens and adults. In Oct.,
they hold events on Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. Kid and teen events are
on weekend in the early day and adult events take place in the evening for ages 17 and
up. To see what paintings are being taught on any particular day, visit paintandpour.com
Private events allows customers to choose the artist, date and time and can be
scheduled through their website. Coupons can be found on their Facebook page. They
are located at 5 S Washington Street.
“We’ve been doing events here at Eastern for homecoming for four or five years now”
said Patino. “We love it every year so we hope we keep coming back.”

The Student Government held a Senate
meeting Tuesday, Oct. 8, where it discussed
Resolution 106-07, a proposal to allocate
money to the EMU Gospel Choirs that was
supposed to be allocated the previous school
year.
The Business and Finance Committee
approved an allocation of $1,443 in January
and February to the EMU Gospel Choirs for
the rental of Pease Auditorium and parking
lots, but the funds never went through.
Business
and
Finance
Director
Mohammad Aggour said the paperwork was
lost at some point while the allocation process
was taking place.
“On Sept. 30, I received an email
from the vice president of Gospel Choir
[Michele Rich], and I reached out to her,
and a couple days later we set up a meeting
with myself along with President Smith and
Vice President Abuzir,” Aggour said. “After
speaking with her [Rich], what happened was
the organization was allocated two amounts,
one on Jan. 22 for the amount of $683 and the
second amount Feb. 4, $760.
Those allocations were supposed to go
to their account for parking for their event,
and that didn’t happen. What happened
was that apparently something, probably
the paperwork, went all over the place and
they didn’t get the funds. Their account was
charged and they had a negative balance.”
In an effort to correct the mistakes that
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were made, Aggour and Speaker Taylor
Lawrence authored a resolution to give EMU
Gospel Choirs the original allocated funds
plus an additional sum.
“So, after myself and President Smith
spoke with Michele Rich and she confirmed
that paperwork did go through her office
for those two amounts,” Aggour said. “The
resolution is pretty much to award them
the amount plus $57 as an apology for the
inconvenience, and it’s to help them for the
fees, so a total of $1500 from the reserves.”
Senator Kirk Suchowesky brought it to
the Senate’s attention that neither the authors
or the supporters of this resolution have
seeked legal guidance by Chief of Staff Leigh
Greden.
“My only concern here with this
resolution, and the only reason I wanted to
know about Leigh looking it over, is [that]
I’ve written resolutions in the past, this is a
little different application context, but I was
informed that, at least in my situation, I wasn’t
allowed to allocate money specifically to one
organization in a resolution,” Suchowesky
said. “I know this is different because we are
reimbursing, but that is my concern.”
Speaker Taylor Lawrence said he was
unsure of whether legal guidance was pursued
by President Smith during the process of
brainstorming and writing the resolution.
“I got an email from Ethan, and he
detailed this whole thing, and he just asked
me to be the author on it just to write out the
whole thing, and Mohammad would be able
to speak on it,” Lawrence said.
Smith said he had not yet consulted

with Greden but understands Suchowesky’s
concerns and will make sure he seeks counsel
before the resolution is signed.
“If the Senate decides to pass this today, I
will double-check with Leigh before I sign it,
and if it’s not allowed or needs to be worded
in a different way, I will just veto it and we
can just start the process over again,” Smith
said. “It won’t be enacted before we talk to
Leigh about it.”
Parliamentarian Jack Swartzinski shifted
the focus by addressing the seriousness of
losing this important paperwork.
“I intend on voting ‘yes’ on this resolution,
but I am particularly interested in seeing where
exactly along the lines of communication this
allocation got fumbled,” Swartzinksi said.
“That it was something with Campus Life
office that just didn’t execute? Obviously it’s
a bit concerning that we are finding out about
this now, but I think it’s definitely something
we ought to keep an eye on for the rest of this
year.”
Swartzinski said he wants the Business
and Finance Committee to learn from this
incident and figure out where communication
failed.
“I will leave my recommendation to
anyone currently sitting on the Business and
Finance Committee to subject themselves
to figuring out how this sort of mistake
happened, because it was $1,500, it wasn’t
chump change, especially for student
organizations,” Swartzinski said.
After discussion and a Senate vote,
Resolution 106-07 passed 14-2.
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RHA hosts annual Green & White Ball
MEGAN GIRBACH

STUDENT ORG. REPORTER
For the past three years, Residence
Housing Association (RHA) has hosted the
Green & White Ball. This year, however, was
extra special, as Eastern Michigan University
celebrated its 99th Homecoming.
At the event, students participated in
an evening full of music provided by DJ
LiXxer, dancing, food and fun. Students
also had access to a photo booth and had the
opportunity to take part in a raffle for gift
cards to local stores and restaurants.
Corey Patterson works for the Office of
Housing and Residence Life as a Graduate
Assistant for Leadership and Programming.
“Green and White Ball is a chance for
students to dress up, grab some friends and
have a great night,” Patterson said. “There’s
no standard or expectations; it’s just meant
to be a night where students can have a great
time.”
Patterson said he hopes that EMU students
were able to enjoy the night and that EMU can
continue this beloved homecoming tradition.
“We want to celebrate Eastern’s
Homecoming and have one more amazing
event that students will remember from year
to year,” he said. “We hope this annual dance
is a tradition that stays with the university for
a long time to come.”

The Eastern Echo

Police Blotter
Oct 7 - 12
TYLER GAW

CRIME REPORTER

CARMEN CHENG
STUDENTS STEP WITH THE BEATS WITH THE GREEN AND WHITE BALL MUSIC.

Mckenzie Gran, a freshman at EMU,
attended the Green & White Ball for the first
time this year.
“I was interested in the event because I
had gone to homecoming all throughout high
school, so I figured I would give [the Green &
White Ball] a try,” Gran said.
When asked about the purpose of the
event, Gran believes that it allows you to meet
others and celebrate homecoming.
“I loved the music, and it was music I
was able to dance to,” she said. “I loved how
everyone was having fun because that’s what
homecoming is about.”
Cassidy Paul, a freshman at EMU, also

attended the event.
Paul believes that the purpose of the event
was to “get people together and celebrate the
school.”
“I always liked homecoming in high
school and wanted to see what the ball was
like,” she said. “My favorite part of the night
was getting together with friends and just
having fun.”
RHA has more fall-themed events planned,
including a collaboration with Campus Life,
Pumpkins on the Pation, on Oct. 29. To learn
more about RHA and its upcoming events,
follow @emichrha on Instagram.

Monday, Oct. 7
Stolen Property – Possessing , was
reported at 402 W Michigan Ave. at 10:11
a.m. This case is now closed.
Damage to Property was reported at 1306
Monroe St. at 10:19 a.m. The current status
of this case is pending Ac.
An individual was reported of assault at
201 W Michigan Ave. at 7:37 p.m. This case
is now closed.
An aggravated / felonious assault – nonfamily – other weapon occurred at 505 Huron
St. at 11:21 p.m. This case is now closed.
Tuesday, Oct. 8
Larceny was reported at 1000 Huron
River Dr. at 5:54 p.m. This case is now
closed.
An aggravated / felonious assault – nonfamily – other weapon occurred at 578 S
Hamilton St. at 7:36 p.m. The current status
of this case is pending Ac.
A crime of assault / battery on a police
officer occurred at 10:18 p.m. at 734 N River
St. This case is now closed.

Wednesday, Oct. 9
Fraud was reported at 753 S Grove St. at
3:14 p.m. This case is now closed.
An aggravated / felonious assault by
murder attempt was reported at 494 Jefferson
St. at 6:24 p.m. This case is pending Ac.
Thursday, Oct. 10
An aggravated / felonious assault – nonfamily – by strong arm was reported at N
Huron St. and W Cross St. at 12:34 a.m. The
current case is pending Ac.
A burglary – unoccupied building or
other structure was reported at 3:42 p.m. at
832 Harriet St. The crime occurred between
Oct. 8 at 6 p.m. and Oct. 10 at 3:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 11
An aggravated / felonious assault – nonfamily — other weapon was reported at 1:15
a.m. at 211 N Washington St. This case is
pending Ac.
Public drunkenness was reported at 36
N Washington St. at 2:06 p.m. This case is
pending Ac.
Saturday, Oct. 12
Assault / battery / simple including
domestic and on a police officer was reported
at 3:48 a.m. at 1000 Huron River Dr. This
case is now closed.

Joesph Pettigrew, an EMU Student against Gun Violence
BIANCA RAMSEY
NEWS REPORTER

When it comes to guns in America, the
State of Michigan is no stranger. Since 2017,
over 11,000 deaths have been related to
firearms. There are 993,026 Concealed Pistol
Licenses (CPL) holders out of a million in
the state of Michigan as of April 2018.
The city of Ypsilanti shares a history of
gun violence. Whether it happens outside
of campus or on-campus, gun violence is
around us in our own communities every
day.
Joesph Pettigrew is an EMU student who
is asking questions about the right to legally
carry a firearm. Pettigrew is very active
across metropolitan areas in Michigan,
one of the areas being his hometown Flint,
Michigan. Pettigrew became more aware of
gun violence amongst his community when
his father was a victim of gun violence.
This tragic event inspired Pettigrew to
start asking more questions on how gun
violence affects our communities. He began
to take action and start a campaign for gun
violence awareness, talking to the youth, and
even network with different political figures
such as Sheldon Neely and U.S. Senator
Corey Booker.
"When I started to become involved
with the gun control activists community
I discover that there wasn't a lot of young
people like me involved in the community,"
Pettigrew said.
Pettigrew is also working with local
talent amongst the Flint, Michigan areas
to help spread knowledge on gun violence,
the right to vote, laws on guns, and much
more self-knowledge amongst minorities
and youth. His own media outlet called
blackscopesmedia. One thing, Pettigrew
really encourage the youth and his fellow
peers at EMU is to be more involved with
voting. When it comes to voting, his host
watch-party and help peer register to vote.
When it comes to his personal goals, he
is focused on earning his degree in public
relations and then creating a bigger platform
for gun violence awareness without the
Metro-Communities in Michigan.
"Gun control isn’t the all be all,“ Pettigrew
said. "We must focus on giving students a
new hope at life, new opportunities. Too
many souls are being lost."

U.S. SENATOR COREY BOOKER & JOSEPH PETTIGREW

Office of Community Wellness donates
100 iClickers to assist EMU students
JENNA ROBINSON

STUDENT GOV. REPORTER
In the Oct. 8 Senate meeting, Speaker
of the House Taylor Lawrence informed
the Student Body Government of a pilot
program for iClickers.
Thanks to the 100 iClickers that the
Office of Community Wellness donated,
Lawrence hopes to start the pilot program
at the beginning of the Winter 2020
semester. Lawrence originally came up
with the idea after seeing the successful
programs at other universities.
“So, this was an idea that I actually got
from the student body president and vice
president over at Wayne State,” Lawrence
said. “They just started a pilot program
over there with 180 iClickers, and
Michigan State University has a program
with over 1,000 iClickers, keeping in mind
that WSU has around 20,000 undergrads
and MSU has about 40,000.”
An iClicker is an device used as a

News Editor: Ashlee Buhler

learning tool in the classroom to make
responses between students and teachers
easier and quicker by having a voting-type
electronic response.
Lawrence wanted to initiate this project
as a way to help students access a tool and
necessity they wouldn’t otherwise be able
to afford.
“I wanted to help mitigate some of
the costs students have to incur at EMU,”
Lawrence said. “The iClicker can be a
great tool, however, it costs $60, and for
many students, they will only need it for
one semester because it is required for a
general education course that is outside of
their major.”
The
Student
Government
had
originally planned on purchasing 100
iClickers and donating them to Halle
Library until Nicholas Pomante from the
Office of Community Wellness donated
100 brand new iClickers after hearing
about the project.
Lawrence said that, after having an
understanding of how high the demand is,

Student Government plans on expanding
this project.
“We know that there is a large enough
demand for iClickers that we should
run out of the initial 100 no problem,
but we really wanted to have a good
understanding of the need here at EMU,”
Lawrence said. “So, in mid-September a
survey was sent out to faculty members at
EMU through the Faculty Development
Center. Long story short, we will use the
results to determine how many clickers
will be purchased.”
Lawrence said he applied for a grant
from the Women in Philanthropy to
expand this project because the ideas
behind the project align with the group’s
priorities.
“The grant I applied for is the Women
in Philanthropy grant,” Lawrence said.
“The Women in Philanthropy at EMU
group supports projects that align with the
mission and vision of Eastern Michigan
University.”
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Don’t underestimate the importance of the Supreme Court
HEATHER WEIGEL
COLUMNIST

The Supreme Court is now back in
session for the first full term after the
retirement of notorious swing justice
Anthony Kennedy and the appointment of
profoundly conservative Brett Kavanaugh.
The new majority-conservative court
has already rolled back long standing
precedents on issues like property rights
and state immunity.
Many liberals fear that the ease with
which conservative majorities have
overturned decades of precedent - ignoring
the principle of stare decisis - could soon
alter the Court’s entire jurisprudence on
issues like abortion rights and LGBTQ+
protections. They have valid concerns that

the Court will continue chipping away at
the “wall of separation” between church
and state and that the Court could rule in
favor of employers firing employees for
being gay or transgender.
The Court agreed to hear several
controversial cases this term involving
gun rights, employment protections
for LGBTQ+ individuals, abortion and
immigration. Conservatives may emerge
victorious in all areas and alter the law
for years to come. No more undue burden
tests via Planned Parenthood v. Casey for
abortion rights, no including LGBTQ+
individuals under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, no more legal
authorization for the Obama-era Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
program.
This is not simple conjecture but

a real possibility, especially because
conservatives on the Court interpret
our laws narrowly and the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 was not intended to grant
protections to LGBTQ+ individuals
considering the era in which it was
passed. Abortion jurisprudence hinges
on Planned Parenthood v. Casey and in
some respects on Griswold v. Connecticut
and its shaky construction of the right
to privacy. With a majority-conservative
court it is likely these protections - if
they exist (employment protections
for LGBTQ+ individuals exist in some
states) - may be rolled back. Justices
Gorsuch and Kavanaugh are key to this
conservative majority, especially since
Chief Justice Roberts may not be counted
on as a swing vote to the extent Justice
Kennedy was.

While Justice Anthony Kennedy joined
conservative majorities on many cases
which anger progressives (see Citizens
United v. FEC), he had also made a name
for himself deciding in favor of LGBTQ+
protections alongside more liberal
majorities. For example, he authored
Obergefell v. Hodges, the landmark case
legalizing gay marriage nationwide.
While the appointment of Justice Neil
Gorsuch to replace the late Antonin Scalia
did not alter the makeup of the court to a
great extent, Justice Kennedy’s retirement
and replacement by Justice Kavanaugh
did. President Trump was able to appoint
two conservative justices hell-bent on
repealing Roe v. Wade and hostile to
LGBTQ+ rights, which may well be
his biggest success and kept promise in
office. It may have great payoff for the

conservative movement and fuel Trump’s
reelection, as his impact on the Court
can certainly be seen by the right as a
compelling reason for holding the office
for another four years.
Liberals need to start caring about
the Courts more. The bold plans they
have rely on many things going in their
favor and a conservative Supreme Court
majority is not one of those things. To
secure the many rights they champion,
they need to beat Trump in 2020 and get
a better handle on the Supreme Court or
they won’t be able to push bold proposals
for a long time - narrow constructivist
conservatives have a great likelihood of
striking down their plans for healthcare,
immigration, etc as unconstitutional if
the makeup of the court remains majority
conservative.

A superhero origin story shines in Netflix original ‘Raising Dion’
DEANGELO HAWKINS-CLAY
COLUMNIST

“Raising Dion” is a Netflix original TV series centered on a 7-year-old named Dion, played by Ja’siah Young, whose world flips
upside down as he discovers he has supernatural abilities.
The story goes on showing how this new-found power affects him and his mother, Nicole Reese, played by the multi-faceted
actress Alicia Wainwright.
The TV series is based on the 2015 short film and comic book series made by Dennis Liu. Also produced by and starring Micheal
B. Jordan as Mark Warren, who brings star-power to the series as the deceased father to Dion and Husband to Alicia.
Dion’s abilities are showcased early on in the show, which is one of the best things about the series. Dion is everything you would
expect in a child who finds out he has superpowers and more.
Young is an incredible actor, and I feel he is able to do so much with his character at such a young age. Over the course of the
episodes, Young is able to showcase such depths of vulnerability, strength and fear, which to me already excels the series to great
heights when a young actor is able to show such promise with their talent. That aside, he also plays his part very well when it is time
for him to just be a kid, which makes for some of the best scenes.
While Dion is the central character, we also have Pat Rollins, played by the famous Jason Ritter, who adds great comedic tones
to the show and serves as a potential new love interest for the mother. Pat also happens to be the old best friend of Mark, which adds
more dramatic elements.
Drama aside, the TV series has so much to offer to viewers, even dealing with the complexities of racial topics at a young age.
For example, Dion deals with a racist principle in one scene, and the mother then has to explain what the issue is to him, which made
for such a real, raw, authentic scene like I have never seen done before.
Aside from those things, the series also has amazing messages told in great authentic ways, such as being true to yourself and
knowing the right crowd to be around. These messages are being dealt with through a perspective I feel has not been done before.
The whole premise of this show has not really been done before, and hopefully more projects like this get to be made because boy
oh boy, this did not disappoint.
Filled with amazing music from Mary J Blige to Alicia Keys, this is a TV show soundtrack I feel we all have been waiting for.
It also has mind-blowing special effects to match, such as when Dion uses his powers to teleport or to lift trees, so you can tell the
cinematography was done right. With riveting storytelling and layers of rich characters to unravel, this series serves as a certified
Netflix Binger, but don’t just take my word for it, go check it out and get lost in the world of “Raising Dion.”
Echo Grade: A+
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A student leader’s perspective on EMU: Part two
SAM JONES-DARLING
GUEST CONTRIBUTOR

This is a continuance of my time as a
student leader in Student Government at
Eastern Michigan University, where I discuss
my opinion and insight from an outsider’s
perspective. The first part can be found here.
A consistent reminder I was given each
time I came up with an idea that would
take more than two years to implement was
that faculty, staff and administration are
here longer than students. This became the
primary excuse for the major roadblocks I
encountered throughout my time at EMU,
whether it be an introductory seminar
which would include cultural competency
training or free public transportation. Eastern
Michigan doesn’t like change, in fact, most
universities don’t; unfortunately, EMU has
a particular aversion to basic principles of
progression.
I believe one of the most destructive
characteristics of EMU is the conflict
between University Administration and
University Faculty. Administration doesn’t
communicate well with faculty, and
faculty doesn’t give much thought upon
the decisions made by administration. It
seems the two sections of the university are
continuously attempting to “best” each other.
While I fundamentally believe they both
have students in mind for every decision, I
regularly question what part of the student
experience they value. Administration has
a specific care for the extracurricular and
professional development of students, while
faculty generally cares more about the
functioning focus of their specific classroom.
There is little interdisciplinary focus for
our faculty, whereas our administration’s
focus is very interdisciplinary. Both must
communicate in a more progressive open
manner.
Eastern Michigan is cursed by a history of
awful administrative decisions made over the
course of over thirty years. These decisions
were typically made in a bubble with no
input from anyone outside the administrative
sphere. It is my belief that this time has
largely passed. I say largely because there is
one particular administrator who should be
shown the door: Michael Valdes, the chief
financial officer.
If you ever wanted a finance guy who will
lie to you using marginally accurate charts,

Copy Editor: Sheryl Norris

Valdes is your man. Aside from being the
person who actively tries to make the EMU
athletics program look like it is breaking
even, spoiler: it isn’t, he is the person who
is largely responsible for the EMU Parking
screw-ups and the many bad backroom
decisions hidden away from all eyes,
sometimes including the President’s, over
the years.
Others in administration, specifically Dr.
James Smith and Dr. Rhonda Longworth,
care deeply about the student experience at
EMU. During my time at the university, I had
the opportunity to speak at length with both.
In my final address to the Board of Regents,
I noted that they’d hired a competent leader
and that allowing him to lead was vital to the
university’s success; I vigorously stand by
that assessment. Between Dr. Smith and Dr.
Longworth, EMU is in good hands, though
my standing criticism of administration
overall is that sometimes the thinking is stale
and requires harsh pressure from student
leadership.
A great example of this has been
public transportation. The Ann Arbor Area
Transportation Authority (AAATA) had
prepared a proposal for 100% free ridership
for EMU students in mid-2018. The proposal
would have enabled EMU students to travel
for free on all fixed-route lines in the same
manner as University of Michigan students.
The plan was expected to cost
approximately $400,000 in the first year,
though AAATA had not adjusted the figures
to include our internal data on enrollment,
which would’ve likely brought the program
down to around $300,000. I proposed a
$30 per academic year opt-out fee to cover
the cost of the proposal. We had prepared
the survey that AAATA had asked for, and
we were prepared to move forward when
administration stated “it isn’t a priority,”
effectively killing the project.
Currently, an individual student who
requires transportation to class via AAATA
pays about $240 a year to obtain transit
passes. This plan would have benefited some
of the university’s most vulnerable students
as the transit area for the AAATA includes
connections to almost every area of Ann
Arbor and Ypsilanti. The plan was to also
negotiate a system by which EMU students
could use the Canton-Connector system. It
also would have enabled students who live in
Ypsilanti easy access to grocery stores, given

that Ypsilanti City is considered a “food
desert.”
Administration dropped the ball, and
Student Government in the coming months
is likely to stand behind a proposal that
only gives access to a quarter of the system.
That is unacceptable given what is possible
regarding public transit for EMU. Students
must make their voices known regarding
support for the full-access transit proposal.
The faculty members who have been
employed at the university over the last
two decades or longer have rightfully
gained a disdain for administration. It is
understandable due to the amount academics
that have been written off in wicked
attempts to subvert the mode and methods
of the institution. Our faculty members
are brilliant at what they do, and some of
them have administrative experience or are
administrators. It has been my experience
that those who rise to the faculty leadership
position on the university-wide range are
less committed to the concepts of interdisciplinary cooperation across the field at
the university than those hosting extra office
hours, career events and social gatherings to
assist students.

snorris@easternecho.com

With that said, I’ve never had a
positive experience with Eastern Michigan
University-American
Association
of
University Professors (EMU-AAUP). In
2016, following the acts of hate speech laid
upon the campus, EMU-AAUP’s response
was to host a teach-in. Dr. Judith Kullberg,
the then-president of the Faculty Senate,
had attempted to align herself with black
students. The EMU Faculty Senate is the
body responsible for stamping changes to the
general education academic requirements.
She, along with those in Faculty Senate, was
given the “Black Student 10 Point Plan” for
consideration, which included measures such
as general cultural competency.
Student Body President Tanasia
Morton, an NAACP leader herself, told Dr.
Kullberg it was time to institute cultural
competency training for faculty and change
general education requirements to mandate
competency training for students. Ms.
Morton eventually stopped attending Faculty
Senate meetings because she determined
their resolve was to do nothing aside from a
couple useless resolutions stating support for
black students. Faculty Senate was largely
quiet during 2016 and 2017. Administration,

CARMEN CHENG

which includes everyone in the executive
cabinet,
began
conducting
cultural
competency training in late 2017; this was
extended down to their direct staff also.
In early 2018, when it was revealed that
Dr. Mark Higbee, a professor of History,
had made racially charged comments
about various black administrators, Dr.
Kullberg, now the head of EMU-AAUP,
actively defended him from the university’s
punishment, which was to suspend Dr. Higbee
without pay for a semester. Faculty Senate
upon demands by several student leaders
refused to respond. And those demands for a
response came as recent as May 2019. There
has been no response from Faculty Senate
or EMU-AAUP regarding writing cultural
competency training into the faculty contract
or changing general education requirements
to require cultural competency. Higbee is
currently still employed and teaching. And
he is suing the university for the punishment
he received for his racism.

@sheryl_v_norris
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Protect free speech at EMU Ask an Eagle
HEATHER WEIGEL
COLUMNIST

Protect Life at EMU, a campus
organization “committed to engaging the
EMU campus in the Pro-Life cause,” put
out its annual “Cemetery of the Innocent”
display in the grassy area adjacent to PrayHarrold last Tuesday, Oct. 1.
The display was simple in design: rows
of pink flags, which some students had
initially mistaken to represent breast cancer
awareness, and a sign with statistics on “lives
lost to abortion.” The design is also similar
to another annual display, the pride flag
constructed with multicolored flags in the
same area.
The similarity in the medium yet the
differences in the message prompted concern
among many EMU students, and some called
for the display to be either taken down or to
never be displayed at all. Some suggested it
was placed in the same area of the pride flag
to suggest that the mission of the display was
not only centered around abortion but also
animus towards the LGBTQ+ community.
I have several opinions on the subject
and conducted several interviews to get a
better idea of the factors at play. The central
argument I’d like to make is that this display
is a near-perfect example of some of the
misconceptions around free speech on this
campus and nationwide.
I met with representatives from Planned
Parenthood: Next Generation (formerly
Students for Choice) and Protect Life at
EMU to discuss some of their thoughts about
the display.
In my meeting with Dallas Gomez, the
second-year president of Protect Life at
EMU, I got some of the details out of the

way: whether proper channels were gone
through to put on the display, how long it
was out, etc. The group had permission to
reserve the space, warned campus police in
case of any foul play by students upon seeing
the display and stood ground near the flags to
keep an eye on things and give information
about the organization’s cause.
Protect Life’s need to be present at the
display and the fact that it was only out for a
couple hours were largely in response to the
vandalism that occurred last year, when flags
were moved and removed to alter the group’s
message. Although it was met with swift
action via Student Government’s free speech
statement, the vandalism seems to have had
a “chilling effect” on the group’s free speech.
The group’s message, although I
personally have my own faults with it,
should not be silenced or made to be
something it is not. The flags were placed
in that area because of its high traffic; they
were previously placed in front of the student
center for the same reason. The group took
proper precautions and members were
available to give information at the site. They
put on a symbolic, non-obscene display that
was intended to start a conversation. Their
method of messaging should not be conflated
with the obscene photos and signs by the
pro-life group Created Equal, which has a
sketchy history of displaying unauthorized,
graphic and somewhat misleading signs
depicting abortion on campus.
Georgia Nagel, president of Planned
Parenthood Next Generation (PPNextGen),
would prefer more “responsible” messaging
and urges the group to not only give
information but also provide resources to
prevent pregnancy and abortion.
Gomez noted that Protect Life at EMU is
partnered with Project Rosie, an organization

sponsored by Protect Life Michigan, which
connects expecting mothers on campus
with a variety of pregnancy and parenting
resources.
While Protect Life at EMU admittedly
does not connect their members or the
community with contraceptive and pregnancy
prevention resources, the members do reach
out to expectant mothers and try to present
alternatives to abortion – which do exist.
As a “personally pro-life, publicly prochoice” individual myself, I wish that the
organizations could have a concerted effort
to both reduce the number of unplanned
pregnancies and provide resources for
expectant mothers (hint: Planned Parenthood
does both).
These organizations represent very
different sides of the abortion debate, and
neither should be silenced. Free speech
should be a guarantee on campus so these
conversations can happen, whether it is on
the free speech walls, a properly reserved
high-traffic space, or for any student wanting
to spread a message.
The American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) voices the basis of my opinion well
on its website: “The First Amendment to the
Constitution protects speech no matter how
offensive its content. Restrictions on speech
by public colleges and universities amount
to government censorship, in violation of
the Constitution. Such restrictions deprive
students of their right to invite speech they
wish to hear, debate speech with which they
disagree, and protest speech they find bigoted
or offensive. An open society depends on
liberal education, and the whole enterprise of
liberal education is founded on the principle
of free speech.”

Advice Column
TIFFANY KING
COLUMNIST

Once upon a time, a little brown
girl from Ohio believed she could do
something great with her life. She dreamed
of the future and what her life would
look like when she grew up. Some of her
dreams were absurd and bigger than she
ever thought she could be.
Those who she trusted most told her
that school was necessary and the only way
to bring her dreams to life. So she listened.
She went to school everyday, climbed the
latter and passed all of the requirements
she needed to be where she wanted to be.
A curve ball was thrown her way when
she was told that her high school diploma
was no longer enough education to live out
her dreams. She must get more education,
spend more money and go to college. So
she listened. She applied to universities,
decided on Eastern Michigan, took all of
the necessary courses and was on-track to
graduate when yet another curve ball was
hurled at her. She was now told that all of
her hard work and money could be wasted
because nowadays a bachelor’s degree
sometimes isn’t enough experience to use
it how you’d like.
She wishes she knew before-hand that
her 4-year, realistically 5-year, degree
could potentially be worthless. College
is marketed as an educational institution
or establishment that provides higher
education to individuals. What they don’t
mention in that description is just how

long it’ll take to obtain your degree, how
difficult it may be to afford this education,
the hoops you may have to go through just
to make it to classes on time and even how
your degree might not be worth much once
you receive it.
What’s worse is finding this information
out in your final year of college. Having a
well-respected professor inform students
on the first day of class that earning a
bachelor’s degree is not beneficial enough
for them once they graduate and attempt to
get into the workforce is not the ideal or
recommended way students should learn
such information.
Every student should know exactly
what they are getting themselves into
when they decide on their next steps in life,
whether that be enrolling at a university,
going to a community college or attending
a trade school.
Schools should willingly provide
prospective students with the vital
information of a bachelor’s degree
possibly not being enough to prepare you
for today’s ever-changing workforce prior
to admittance.
With your thoughts and opinions in
mind, whatever they may be, do not let
your precious time and money go to waste.
Try to take that extra step to get a graduate
degree. Make sure you know all the details
and possibilities before entering into a big
commitment, such as deciding what to do
with your future. Fight for your dream!

‘Joker’ is an iconic interpretation of the character
DEANGELO HAWKINS-CLAY
COLUMNIST

Joker proves he’s more than just a creepy smile in this highly anticipated stand-alone film, showcasing a DC character whose backstory
has never been told like this before.
Joaquin Phoenix stars as the title character in this new story that’s told straight from the mouth of the infamous Batman villain. Most people
did not know what to expect prior to actually seeing “Joker.” I was one of those people. I was drawn in to watch the film simply based on the
curiosity from my knowledge of the previous character interpretations; I’m not too sure what I was expecting from this interpretation, but the
movie sure did exceed my expectations.
The film opens and gets right to the actions of showcasing Arthur Flex, The Joker, enduring some of the pain that turns him into the clown
villain we all know and love. Also showing his sessions with his psychiatrist, we fully get a deeper look into the mind of Arthur Fleck as well
as his notorious laugh. We get tastes of this laugh throughout the film because of Arthur having a laughing condition that triggers laughter
without reason and lasts however long it wants to.
Frances Conroy also stars in the film as Penny Fleck, the mother of Arthur, who is terribly ill and obsessed with reaching Thomas Wayne,
as she believes he can help them out of the conditions she and her son are in. The relationship between the two is clearly a central focus from
the beginning as we see how it affects the mental psyche of Arthur. Robert De Niro also stars in the film as Murray Franklin, a talk show host
in the city of Gotham who plays a huge role in Arthur’s downfall into becoming Joker.
Also starring the beautiful Zazie Beetz as Sophie Dumond, the love interest with a twist to Arthur Fleck. The film does a great job showing
the inner psyche of Joker and how it plays off the other characters; it all worked so well and cohesively.The mental illness factor of the film
was not downplayed at all and was a wonderful, respectful representation, despite what others have said. Other characters such as the Wayne
family appear in the film, which contributes to the story so much more than I originally thought.
Phoenix really does a wonderful job in the title role and definitely made his mark on the character, perfectly illustrating the evolution of
Joker as he goes down his path of darkness. The best component to the story for me is truly seeing where Joker’s anger comes from, which is
how people treat one another in society, and his explanation on how much it affected him. We get so much in this film that it makes for a truly
compelling ending. With cinematography that keeps your eyes glued to the screen, this film deserves the recognition it has gotten. By the end
of the film, you will never look at the character Joker the same again.

COURTESY OF IMDB.

If Trump is impeached
over Ukraine, Joe Biden
will go down with him
MARCUS LAWNICZAK
COLUMNIST

Of all the things to impeach President
Trump on, the Democrats have chosen the
route that could also bring his potential
2020 opponent down. After a whistleblower
revealed that Trump had asked Ukraine’s
president to do him a favor and dig up
dirt on Joe Biden’s son Hunter Biden, the
Democrats have opened up an impeachment
inquiry. While Trump’s actions are clearly
corrupt, the facts surrounding Hunter Biden’s
involvement with a Ukrainian oil company
while then Vice President Joe Biden was
in charge of cracking down on Ukrainian
corruption is just as bad.
Beginning in 2014, Hunter Biden, with
absolutely no experience in the fossil fuel
industry, was paid $50,000 a month to sit
on the board of Ukrainian oil company
Burisma Holdings Inc. At the same time,
President Obama tasked Joe Biden to push
the Ukrainian government to prosecute its
corrupt political and business leaders. One
of Biden’s first moves was to pressure the
parliament to remove Ukrainian Prosecutor
General Viktor Shokin. Biden was so
adamant about Shokin’s removal, that he
withheld $1 billion in aid to Ukraine. The
tactic worked.
No matter how bad or impeachable
Trump’s actions were in Ukraine, Hunter
Biden’s position on Burisma Holdings’ board
while his father was in charge of lowering
corruption in Ukraine is a clear conflict of
interest. To make matters worse, Burisma
Holdings was under investigation by Shokin
for allegations of corruption. One has to

Opinions Editor: Ally Graham

beg the question as to why the oil company
would want the unexperienced son of the
U.S. Vice President to sit on their board. This
is clearly unethical behavior by Joe Biden.
More importantly, Biden’s name could be
tarnished during the impeachment process,
essentially handing the victory to Trump if
he happens to be the Democratic nominee.
There are two competing accounts as
to why Biden applied intense pressure on
Ukraine to remove Shokin. As is the case in
U.S. politics, the accounts have been heavily
politicized. The first account, supported
by most Democrats, is that Biden wanted
Shokin out because he was not pursuing
corruption investigations against many of
Ukraine’s political and business leaders
in the manner required. Joe Biden and the
Obama Administration were not the only
ones calling for Shokin’s ouster. European
diplomats, the International Monetary Fund
and many Ukrainian citizens were also
insistent.
The competing narrative, supported by
most Republicans, tells a much different and
nefarious story. It claims that Biden pushed
for Shokin’s removal specifically because the
general prosecutor’s corruption investigation
into Burisma Holdings was making headway.
If corruption charges were levied against
the oil company, it would not look good for
Hunter Biden or the Biden family as a whole.
This story has much less evidence behind
it than its alternative but Biden’s refusal to
even answer questions about a potential
conflict of interest raises suspicions. He
is not doing any TV or press interviews
this week to avoid “Hunter Biden-like
questions,” a telling sign that Biden simply

DARK SKY OVER U.S. CAPITOL BUILDING

does not have a good answer regarding the
allegations. When asked about this issue,
presidential candidate Sen. Kamala Harris
told the media to “leave Joe Biden alone.”
This is another unacceptable response from a
leading Democrat.
Even if Biden wanted Shokin out for
legitimate reasons, the conflict of interest
allegations supply Trump with an unlimited
amount of attack ads. Biden will be painted

opinions@easternecho.com
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as the crooked candidate who is part of the
corrupt Washington swamp, an effective
strategy that worked against Hillary Clinton.
If the Democrats want to impeach Trump
over his actions in Ukraine, they will have
to unequivocally condemn the Biden
family’s actions within Ukraine. This is just
further proof that the former vice president
is not even close to being the most electable
Democratic presidential candidate.

There are so many others ways to
impeach Trump that do not include making
the Democrats look bad: crimes against
humanity on the U.S.-Mexico border, war
crimes in Yemen and the emoluments clause.
These are all impeachable offenses but the
situation in Ukraine does not just show how
incredibly corrupt Trump is but how the
political establishment itself, consisting of
both Democrats and Republicans, is corrupt.

@allygrahamecho
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DRAWING AND YEEHAWING | AMBERLY GASCON

SUDOKU

No. 460

Medium

1

8 7 6
7 8 9
6 9 8 7
6 7 8
5 4
9
4 3 5 6
3 5 4 2
3
2 1
9 2 3 1

3
8 9

3

4 9
7

3
7 9

4
7

9
3

1 5

You can find more help, tips and hints at www.str8ts.com
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No. 460

Previous solution - Tough

3 2 1 4
5 4 2 1
4 5
3
3 4 5
8
3 2
7 1
8
6 7
9
9 8 7 6
6 8 7

5
3
2
7
9
8

Medium

Previous solution - Easy

4
9
8
6
5
7
1
3
2

1
4

6 3 8
9
3
5
8 4
4 8
8
7
5 2
2 5
6
9
6
1 2 5
3
2

How to beat Str8ts –
Like Sudoku, no single number can
repeat in any row or column. But...
rows and columns are divided by black
squares into compartments. These
need to be filled in with numbers that
complete a ‘straight’. A straight is a set
of numbers with no gaps but can be in
any order, eg [4,2,3,5]. Clues in black
cells remove that number as an option
in that row and column, and are not part
of any straight. Glance at the solution to
The solutions will be published here in the next issue.
see how ‘straights’ are formed.
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1
2
5
9
3
8
6
7
4

7
3
6
1
4
2
8
5
9

8
4
3
7
6
1
2
9
5

2
5
1
8
9
4
7
6
3

6
7
9
5
2
3
4
1
8

5
1
7
4
8
9
3
2
6

9
8
2
3
1
6
5
4
7

3
6
4
2
7
5
9
8
1

To complete Sudoku, fill the
board by entering numbers 1 to 9
such that each row, column and
3x3 box contains every number
uniquely.
For many strategies, hints and
tips, visit www.sudokuwiki.org
If you like Str8ts check out our
books, iPhone/iPad Apps and
much more on our store.

HIJINX DETECTIVE | SARAH ZIMMER
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Sports
Taking a look at how the rise of transfers
has impacted Eastern Michigan basketball
Monday, October 14

TIAUNA ALLEN &
CHARLES POST

BASKETBALL REPORTER AND
SPORTS EDITOR
Transfers in college sports has become
more common over the past few years.
Shortly after the end of last season, the
Eastern Michigan men’s basketball program
witnessed a slight downfall after several
players graduated or transferred.
In total, EMU basketball had to replace
nine players before the start of the 201920 season, with five of the nine players
transferring out.
After coming to the EMU basketball
team as a true freshman, Daivon Stephens
transferred to Tallahassee Community
College. During his one and only season with
the Eagles, Stephens averaged 1.3 points and
0.8 rebounds while playing 5.8 minutes per
game.
Malik Ellison also arrived at EMU as a
true freshman prior to the 2017-18 season.
During his first season with the Eagles, he
played in 32 games and started in 13. He
averaged 2.0 points, 1.4 assists and 13.1
minutes of action per game. However,
his sophomore season would be his last
season with the Eagles before transferring
to Saginaw Valley State University. He
averaged 2.2 points, 1.0 assists and 10.5
minutes per game during his last season.
Bud Jones was another true freshman for
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the Eagles along with Ellison during 2017-18
season. He participated in 24 games during
his first season. He averaged 1.0 points in
3.9 minutes per game. Playing in less games
during his sophomore season, he only saw
action in 11 games. After his sophomore
season, Jones decided to transfer to St.
Thomas University.
Kevin McAdoo was yet another freshman
signee to the 2017-18 roster. His scoring
numbers improved during his sophomore
season as he averaged 8.6 points, 1.5 assists
and 1.1 rebounds while playing 23.2 minutes
per game. After a strong showing for EMU,
McAdoo was expected to be the leader of
the 2019-20 team before he announced his
decision to transfer to Bradley University. He
will have to sit out a year due to NCAA rules.
Lastly, Tariq Silver was a redshirt
freshman for the Eagles. He saw action in
22 games during the 2018-19 season. He
had his number called as a starter twice that
season and was projected to be a starting
guard on the upcoming team. He averaged
3.3 points and 0.7 steals per game. Silver
also transferred to Tallahassee Community
College, along with Stephens.
“They [transfers] don’t even have to come
see their coach before entering their name
into the transfer portal,” EMU head coach
Rob Murphy said. “That has opened up a
whole new can of worms. Either way, we all
deal with it. It’s a huge part of athletics. For
us, we have to continue to do a great job of
evaluating, and I think my staff does a great

job of that. You always want to be on top of it
to make sure you can be successful through
it all.”
As mentioned before, the Eagles have
seen five players transfer out of the program,
but the team received six transfers along with
four other new additions in return for the
2019-20 season. The Eagles were forced to
rebuild their roster after losing a significant
amount of players, including four players
that graduated last year.
Before having to deal with the
circumstances of many student athletes
transferring out, the Eagles finished the 201819 season with a 15-17 record. The team was
9-9 in the MAC. After winning six of the last
10 games to conclude the regular season,
EMU participated in the MAC Tournament.
However, the Eagles took an early exit in the
first round losing to Ball State at home.
Although, it may seem like an
inconvenience to any college athletic
program, there are a number of different
reasons as to why student athletes decide to
transfer or switch schools. Transfers could
either hurt or help the program, and many
transfers go on to make a significant impact
during their time with the next school.
Eastern Michigan welcomed multiple
transfers before the 2019-20 season, which
will tip-off on Nov. 8. The Eagles are looking
to capitalize from their recent addition of
transfers and to see which one will have an
impact on the team during the upcoming
season.

MELISSA MOON
MALIK ELLISON DRIBBLES AGAINST MIAMI (OH) AT THE CONVOCATION CENTER.

Lindsey Shira named United The walk-on
States Coaches Player of the making plays for
Week after two straight wins Eastern Michigan
TIAUNA ALLEN &
CHARLES POST

ZACH STURGILL

SPORTS REPORTER

BASKETBALL REPORTER AND
SPORTS EDITOR
Eastern Michigan women’s soccer player
Lindsey Shira was named the United Soccer
Coaches Player of the Week following wins
over Northern Illinois and Western Michigan.
Shira, who is in her junior season, scored the
game-winning goals in both victories last
week, including an 83rd minute score versus
the Broncos. The Eagles have now won two
consecutive games for the first time this
season.
Shira came to Eastern Michigan in 2017
following her high school career at Anchor
Bay High School, where she was selected to
the All-District team twice and was All-State
as a junior. In her first year with the Eagles,
Shira started 12 games and recorded her first
goal versus Ohio on Sept. 22. The following
year, she started 21 games and had a teamhigh six assists. She also had 10 shots on goal
during her sophomore season.
Coming into her junior year, Shira was
expected to take another step forward and
she did so. She has played in all 12 games
this year and has totaled 15 shots, four goals
and one assist. Including this season, Shira

ANDREW MASCHARKA

EASTERN MICHIGAN WOMEN’S SOCCER TEAM CELEBRATES ON SEPT. 17.

has seven assists and five goals in her college
career. She has helped lead the Eagles
recover from an 0-2 start in conference play
following losses to Miami (OH) (3-1) and
Ball State (3-2). Eastern Michigan is 2-2 in
the MAC now.
The Eagles are 2-1-1 on their home field
this year, which includes a draw versus
Oakland on Aug. 22 and the aforementioned
victories over Northern Illinois and Western
Michigan. In the win over the Broncos,
Western Michigan got off to a quick start
and took a 2-0 lead in the 59th minute. EMU

responded, though, scoring three goals in a
14-minute span and taking the lead. Shira
scored two goals, including the score to give
the Eagles a 3-2 lead.
A reporter at the Echo reached out to
EMU Media Relations but no one from the
team was made available for comment.
The Eagles will look to continue their
winning ways versus the Rockets in Toledo
on Oct. 10. The game after that will be
against Bowling Green at home on Oct. 13
at Scicluna Field.

Week 6 and now set their sights on rival
Bowling Green. The 84th edition of the
Battle of I-75 will kickoff from Bowling
Green at 12 p.m. on Oct. 12. Toledo's
head coach, Jason Candle, spoke on what
the game would mean for his Rockets:
"MAC West games are really hard to win.
The history and close proximity of these
schools, there is a lot at stake. It means a
lot to a lot of people."
Northern Illinois will head down to
Ohio to take on the Bobcats. The Huskies,
who won the MAC championship game
last season, are coming off a 27-20 loss
against Ball State. Northern Illinois is just
1-4 overall and has yet to win a game on
the road, going 0-3. The Huskies allowed
Ball State's running back Caleb Huntley to
gain 157 yards on the ground. NIU head
coach, Thomas Hammock, reflected on
what went wrong for his Huskies.
"It was a tail of two halves. We came
out ready to play in the first half and in
the second half we did not have the same
level of execution," Hammock said, before
highlighting strong performances by Tre

Harbison and Antonio Jones Davis. "The
yards after contact give him (Harbison)
the ability to break long runs. Davis had
a career-high 17 tackles, a sack and an
interception. He's a leader in the locker
room and continues to be more and more
consistent."
Looking ahead to Week 7 contests,
the Buffalo Bulls will enjoy the week
off as they prepare for Week 8 against
the University of Akron, who hasn't won
a game this year as they're 0-5. Central
Michigan will be playing the only out-ofconference game of the week as they play
host to New Mexico State. The Chippewas
are 2-1 in the MAC.
Ball State will be on the road at
Rynearson Stadium in Ypsilanti as they
take on the Eastern Michigan Eagles. In
the Battle for the Wagon Wheel, Kent State
travels to take on the rival Akron Zips.
Miami will travel to Kalamazoo to take on
the Western Michigan Broncos (3-3, 1-1).
In the final game of the day, which kicks
off at 3:30 p.m., Northern Illinois takes on
Ohio in Athens.

"I knew that ever since I was out of high school that I could play D-1 football. I just
never had any looks, I was under recruited, nothing from D-2 or D-3," Hassan Beydoun
said. "I did have a moment where I just gave up, like I was just coming to Eastern
academically. Then I saw a tweet about trying out and I was like 'why not? I know I'm
capable of doing it.’"
Beydoun is a sophomore wide receiver from Dearborn. His journey to playing for
EMU is not like most players, as he walked on to the team before the 2018 season. Since
making it on the roster, he has increased his role for the Eagles. Beydoun played five
games on special teams in 2018. He has played all five games this year, making seven
catches for 84 yards and one touchdown. Scoring a touchdown at The Factory for EMU
is a change from just coming to campus for classes.
"I didn't play my first year in college. I was just a regular student, commuting back
and forth. I tried out, coach Creighton gave me the opportunity which I am forever
grateful for," Beydoun said. "Everyone wants to come here and play and contribute to the
team. I have to thank my coaching staff for believing in me. Coming here as a walk-on
was hard, to scratch your way to the top. But over here at this program, what they preach
is that it doesn't matter if you're on scholarship or if you're a walk-on. Everyone has an
equal opportunity."
Beydoun is getting accumulated to his playing time, catching passes from quarterback
Mike Glass III and having senior receivers Mathew Sexton and Arthur Jackson III helping
him. Beydoun had two catches for 24 yards in the 38-17 loss versus Kentucky on Sept. 7.
Two weeks later against Central Connecticut State, he had three catches for 45 yards and
one touchdown. Beydoun still remembers his path to getting to where he is now.
"You realize how much you miss the game when you don't play your first year.
Playing football, I'll never take it for granted," Beydoun said. "I love being here, I've
made a bunch of relationships with my brothers and coaching staff. It's incredible, it's
really a blessing."

Around the MAC: Toledo leads the MAC West
following win over Western Michigan football
JOEY PISANESCHI

FOOTBALL REPORTER
The halfway point in the 2019 college
football season just passed and the
competition has never been tighter in the
Mid-American Conference. The Toledo
Rockets (4-1, 1-0) lead the MAC West
while Ball State (2-3, 0-1) trails them for
second place. Ohio (2-3, 1-0), Miami (2-3,
1-0) and Kent State (2-3, 1-0) are all tied
at the top of the MAC East after winning
their first conference game.
Following their 42-16 loss against
Central Michigan, Eastern Michigan hosts
Ball State for Homecoming weekend.
Head coach Chris Creighton was looking
forward to getting back home and seeing
some familiar faces: "It's good for us to
be back home. We're really familiar with
their quarterback. His first career start was
against us. He throws a really good ball,
he's good with his feet and we really like
the way that he leads."
The University of Toledo earned a
31-24 win over Western Michigan during
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DAMION JONES-MOORE CELEBRATES A TOUCHDOWN OVER EASTERN MICHIGAN
ON OCT. 17.
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Eagles drop a heartbreaker 29-23 against Ball State
JOEY PISANESCHI

FOOTBALL REPORTER
On a cold Saturday afternoon that started
off with so much promise for the Eagles, they
would go on to lose to Ball State in a game
that went all the way down to the wire and
fall to 0-2 in the MAC and 3-3 overall for the
2019 season.
“We knew it was going to be tough
fought, this is every week in the MAC. This
one stings, next we’ll be back and be better,”
Kobe Beltram said after coming just short of
a victory on homecoming weekend against
Ball State University. After their second loss
in a row following the bye week, Beltram
is pumping the breaks on the losing streak,
“Don’t panic. Its just two games. Its a long
season, we’ll bounce back. Like I said, this
one stings but we’ll learn from it and get
better. Its just two. We’ll bounce back and be
better.”
Opposing running backs have rushed for
over 100 yards in three consecutive games
against the Eagles. Beltram acknowledged
the weakness that has shown up but knows
how to fix it, “We just have to tackle, a lot of
yards after contact. We just have to show up
and tackle and knock them down.”
Coming in to week number seven, the
Eagles had been allowing just under 33
points per game in their 2019 campaign and
allowed another 29 on Saturday. Beltram
again echoed that the Eagles just need to
show up and play and execute.
Mike Glass III remained positive on his
teams effort, “I feel like we did a good job
and came out strong in the first half. We just
didn’t finish. We executed at points. We have
to do better on third down and converting on
third downs. I feel like we did a pretty good
job executing, we just have to finish.”
Glass noted that to get to Detroit for the
MAC championship game, a few things
would have to change for his team, “We just
have to continue to work hard and to keep
fighting. We just have to finish stronger. We
have to finish in the third quarter and the
second half. We just have to finish.”
Glass brought the Eagles within range
to potentially win in the closing minutes but
ultimately came up short on a fourth and ten
with just eight seconds to go. Arthur Jackson
III hauled in what would have been a game
tying touchdown on second down, but was
just out of bounds. “The game shouldn’t
have even been that close. If Arthur (Jackson
III) wasn’t an inch away from being out of
bounds, we would have won that game,”
Glass said.
Coach Creighton spoke on what he felt
went wrong for Eastern Michigan, “We
turned it over more than they did. We weren’t
able to get as many first downs when we
got to third down offensively. They made
a couple more plays than we did. It was a
hard fought game and a tough one for us to
swallow.”
For the third time in six games, Glass was
the leading rusher for Eastern Michigan, and
the Eagles totaled just 89 rush yards as a team.
“We want to be balanced in terms of attempts.
We rushed the ball 33 times and threw it 36
so the balance is pretty close. We averaged
about three yards per carry and that needs to
become four or five. We need to figure out if
we’re better in spread sets or with tight ends
and it is just something we need to get better
at. We knew going in that Mike can keep you
honest with his feet. We don’t want him to
be our primary rusher. We want him to be a
complementary rusher to keep people honest.
We want to keep him upright as much as we
can,” Creighton said.
The Eagles will be back in action next
Saturday at 7 P.M. as they take on Western
Michigan University at home at Rynearson
Stadium as they hope to earn their first
conference victory of 2019.
TOP LEFT - EMU HOMECOMING
COURT FINALISTS AT RYNEARSON
STADIUM ON OCT. 12.
TOP RIGHT - EMU LINEMAN MIKE
VAN HOEVEN SETS FOR A PASS BLOCK
AT RYNEARSON STADIUM ON OCT. 12.
TOP MIDDLE LEFT - EMU
MARCHING BAND PLAYS AT HALFTIME
AT RYNEARSON STADIUM ON OCT. 12.
TOP MIDDLE RIGHT - EMU RUNNING
BACK WILLIE PARKER RUNS TO THE
OUTSIDE AT RYNEARSON STADIUM ON
OCT. 12.
BOTTOM MIDDLE LEFT - EMU
RUNNING BACK WILLIE PARKER RUNS
THROUGH BALL STATE DEFENSE AT
RYNEARSON STADIUM ON OCT. 12.
BOTTOM MIDDLE RIGHT - BALL
STATE RECEIVER YO’HEINZ TYLER
CATCHES A TOUCHDOWN PASS AT
RYNEARSON STADIUM ON OCT. 12.

Sports Editor: Charles Post

ALL PHOTOS BY ZACH STURGILL
BOTTOM LEFT - EMU DEFENSE SURROUNDS BALL STATE RECEIVER JUSTIN HALL
AT RYEARSON STADIUM ON OCT. 12.
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BOTTOM RIGHT - EMU QUARTERBACK MIKE GLASS III MOTIONS A RECEIVER AT
RYNEARSON STADIUM ON OCT. 12.

@_charlespost
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EMU alumnus premieres film When It Breaks at the State Theatre
AUSTIN BOOK

NEWS REPORTER
On Sat. October 12, EMU alumnus Todd
Tue premiered his film 'When It Breaks' at the
State Theatre in Ann Arbor.
The documentary film follows special
education teacher and musician Konrad Wert,
also known as his stage name Possessed by
Paul James, as he tours the country with his
family for a year. Wert not only performs
catchy folk music to the audience – he also
delivers an urgent message to engage teachers,
parents and the general public in caring about
the state of America’s education system.
Todd Tue graduated EMU in 2001 with
a degree in Telecommunications and Film.

He is now a filmmaker in Chicago, working
alongside the production company Milk
Products Media. When It Breaks is Todd
Tue’s feature-length directorial debut.
Tue first saw Konrad Wert in 2008. Tue
said, “I heard about him and then I saw him
perform in 2008 at a music festival. I was
just completely blown away by the live
performance. I was like this guy’s amazing.
The music is incredible.”
Eventually, Tue reached out to Wert, and a
professional relationship began.
“We became friends. And then I found
out that he was thinking about leaving the
classroom for at least a year because he was
just burned out and couldn’t do it anymore,
and he was going to do music full-time . . . the
story presented itself to me,” Tue said.

Despite a large theme of the film being
special education, the audience never sees
Wert or anyone else in a classroom.
“I would love to have [filmed] him in
the classroom and film him engaging with
his students. He’s consistently considered by
his peers to be a fantastic special education
teacher. He’s won awards for special
education, but that just wasn’t our film,” Tue
said.
The filming of "When It Breaks" began in
the summer of 2015. “We filmed for a year
straight, meeting up with Konrad and his
family on the road, like once a month. We
would film like seven to ten days a month
with them. Plus, they were shooting their
own home videos and things like that,” Tue
said. The filming of the second and third years

at the Ypsilanti Community Church on
Aug. 24. The Cream used a GoFundMe
page, along with the Ypsilanti Police
Department, to help host the event.
“This wasn’t some kind of anti Second
Amendment, this was more so directed
to the isolated situations in Ypsilanti,”
said Tru Ajani, outreach coordinator for
The Cream. "A lot of the gun violence
that took place from the beginning of the
year to now was perpetrated by younger
people, people who aren’t supposed to
have guns and people that aren’t protected
by the Second Amendment. The event
was very successful.”
The GoFundMe page raised more than
$1,000 for the buyback which allowed
them to offer up to $300 for semiautomatic handguns and up to $700 for
semi-automatic rifles.
The Cream tries to do events like these
frequently. “We just came off of a food
donation and phone service donation in
Inkster,” said Mwai Leonard, the national
president of The Cream.
“The food drive was a collaboration
event
between
us
and
another

organization,” said Srikar Chiravuri,
national representative of The Cream. “At
the events, we try to promote our future
plans. We address any public concerns
on our plans as well. We try to show the
public that by being a good citizen of the
community with civic engagement, they
can understand the process and policies
that affect them at a local level but also
understand they everyone is more than
just a vote.”
The Cream plans to partner with
Educate Youth Ypsilanti, an organization
that deals with helping out any youth
in Ypsilanti. The Cream will be going
into certain schools around Ypsilanti,
primarily high schools, and teach a
10-week-course. They will be teaching
the student business development,
financial and literacy planning. It will
start in the first week of November. The
course will be primarily taught by Ajani.
The Cream hopes to further help out
urban communities and Ypsilanti will
continue to be one of their focuses.
For more information on The Cream,
visit https://www.thecream.org

were a bit lighter because the family was no
longer on the road.
A question and answer discussion with
Tue and two local educators followed the
showing of the film. The majority of the
audience stayed to participate in the following
discussion.
The panel follows news from earlier this
year that found Michigan is 50th in the nation
in its funding growth for K-12
schools.
President Fred Klein of the Ann Arbor’s
Teacher Union was one of the panelists. Klein
presented a call to action the audience. Klein
said, “So teachers – we need help. And that
help is in the form of more personnel. We need
more school psychologists, we need more
social workers, we need more counselors, but

those come with a tremendous cost. It’s very
expensive ... We should be able to say we’ll
increase funding to provide those resources to
teachers.”
“In Michigan, I think it’s not when it
breaks, i think it is broken. Our government
proposed a $500 million increase to the
school aid fund that one particular party just
will not support, and that’s the party that’s
really challenging and bringing down our
public school system nationally. I don’t want
to turn this into a political conversation, but
there is some truth to that,” Klein said.
The film "When It Breaks" has upcoming
premiere events in Leadlow, Kentucky,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Chicago,
Illinois. For more information, go to https://
www.ppjfamilyfilm.com/

Local non-profit organization offers much to urban
communities, hosts buy-back event for firearms
TYLER GAW

CRIME REPORTER
Since 2017, The Cream Incorporated,
an 501c3 non-profit organization, has
been helping out economical and moral
edification of all individuals that reside in
urban communities. Their main mission
is to promote superior scholarship as
basic and intellectual achievement.
They prioritize their partnership with
other organizations for concern over
maintenance of high moral and social
standards of the urban community.
The Cream consists of three chapters:
The Knowledge Chapter of Ypsilanti,
The Wisdom Chapter of Inkster and the
Understanding Chapter of Detroit. Each
chapter was created to help protect, grow
and sustain urban areas. Although these
three cities are focuses of The Cream, all
urban areas are still prioritized.
Last month, Ypsilanti’s chapter of
The Cream hosted an event buying back
stolen or illegally-purchased guns with no
questions asked. The buyback was held

LGBT Resource Center hosts annual
tailgate in honor of homecoming week
MEGAN GIRBACH

STUDENT ORG. REPORTER
The
LGBT
Resource
Center
(LGBTRC) hosted its annual LGBTailgate
on Oct. 9 in honor of homecoming week.
At the event, students could enjoy food,
friendship and a wide variety of outdoor
activities, including corn hole, life-size
Jenga, Connect Four and more.
Lee
Baker,
LGBTRC’s
TNQ
coordinator,
and
Devyn
Kadlec,
LGBTRC’s program coordinator, were in
charge of organizing the event. Baker and
Kadlec believe events like the LGBTailgate
are essential to host at EMU.
“It brings the community together,”
Baker said. “It’s really important to have
a strong community on campus. We are
really well-known for how tight-knit

our community is and the resources we
provide.
Ypsi and Ann Arbor are both very
queer-friendly places, and having a strong
resource center and having these events is
definitely a big part of that.”
This event allowed students to learn
more about the LGBT Resource Center as
well.
“It not only helps bring the community
together, but also having an event out here
makes us more known to the campus and
provides awareness,” Kadlec said.
The LGBTailgate also gave students
the chance to meet new friends and make
connections.
“This is more of a social, have-fun
type of event,” Baker said. “Later in the
month we will be having more educational
events.”

Step-siblings Jordan Rice and Dru
Seymour are both freshmen at EMU and
attended the tailgate.
“I’m gay, and I wanted to make
friends,” Rice said. “My brother has been
very supportive.”
When asked about the purpose of the
event, Rice said it “is to get the word out,
make more friends, and the community
itself.”
Seymour shared a similar outlook to
Rice about the event’s purpose. “Basically
what she said, but also to find more allies
and make people realize different parts of
the community,” Seymour said.
The LGBTRC has a wide array of
events coming up this month. Visit emich.
edu/lgbtrc/events/ to view the schedule.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CREAM.
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Students celebrate
Latin Night at EMU

STUDENTS LEARN A NEW DANCE AT LATIN NIGHT.

AUSTIN BOOK

NEWS REPORTER
The annual Latin Night celebration took
place Oct. 3 at the McKenny Ballroom.
Latin Night was put on by the Latinx
Student Association (LSA) and sponsored
by the Center of Race & Ethnicity.
Latin Night had lively music, tasty
food, dancing, a photo booth and a mix of
Latinx culture.
The week of Sept. 30 to Oct. 5 was this
year’s LSA Week, a week-long celebration
put on by the LSA to engage EMU’s
students and to hopefully recruit new
members along the way.
While last year’s event was a hit, some
argued that this one was even better.
“I definitely think [this year’s Latin
Night] is better,“ Allanah Morales,
president of the Latinx Student Association,
said. “We had a lot more to bring to the
table. Our dances were different. The
dances were more interactive and easier to
engage with. Last year, it was kind of the
basic things that people already knew, like
salsa. People don’t always know [dances
like] merengue.”
The purpose of the event was to further
educate students on the Latinx community.
Two LSA students delivered a presentation
to the audience to offer students key
takeaways from the event other than the
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infectious music and dancing.
“We wanted everyone ... to know the
history behind the importance of Latin
History and Latin culture,” presenter
Christopher Casillas said. “Teaching them
the dances as well so they can be like ‘this
is what I learned.’”
Participants were energized by the
atmosphere of the event. Sr. Lorian
Tompkins said: “When I first walked in, it
was a lot, and I was like, ‘ooh what to do.’
But then we sat down and ate and danced,
and then somebody came and danced with
us. It was a lot of fun. It was really lively.
The energy was good. The food was good,
and it was just a good place to be.”
Morales planned for this event as early
as July of this year. She recognized the
need for continuing Latinx representation
on EMU’s campus.
“I think that this event is really crucial
to Eastern Michigan’s community and its
campus,” Morales said. “Because not only
is it teaching other people about other
people’s cultures, but it’s also allowing
them to interact and have fun through
music and dancing and all different types
of activities.”
To learn more about LSA’s upcoming
events, follow @emu_lsa on Instagram,
Snapchat and Twitter.
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